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A basic result which gives a condition under which a (possibly 
length-decreasing) homomorphism preserves a context sensitive 
language is presented. Using this result, conditions under which 
pushdown transducers and linear bounded transducers preserve 
context sensitive languages arc given. The basic result is also ap- 
plied to show that certain rewriting systems generate context sensi- 
tive la,lguagcs instead of arbitrary rccursively enumerable sets. Of 
special interest is the result that if each rule in a rewriting system 
has a terminal etter on its right side, then the language generated 
is context free. 
INTRODUCTION 
One of the important tcclmiques iu the development of the thc0ry of 
context free languages i to transform a given context free language into 
another by me'ms of a transformation which preserves uch languages. 
I t  seems likely that this technique will also be valuable i,~ the theory of 
context se,~sitive languages. At present here arc a few general operations 
which preserve context sensitivity. These include intersection with 
another context sensitive language (Landweber, 1963), pushdow,~ trans- 
ducer mapping (Ginsburg and Rose, 1966), and linear bounded trans- 
ducer mappiug (Gi,lsburg and Rose, 1966). Howcvcr, the latter two are 
subject o the restriction that the transducer never gives the empty word 
* The research reported herein was supported by SDC's Independent Research 
:Program and Contract AF 19(628) 5166, CRL--Algorithmic Languages Program, 
Project No. 5632, Task No. 563205. 
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as an output. The purpose of the present paper is to give a situation which 
relaxes this condition. This is accomplished by giving a general condition 
under which a ]lomomorphism h of a simple type prcserves context sensi- 
tivity. (The condition, roughly speaking, is that the length of x be 
linearly bounded by the length of h(x).) 
The paper is divided into four sections. Section I is devoted to the 
necessary preliminaries and a proof of the result that a homomorphism 
acting in a special way on a context sensitive language yiclds a context 
sensitive language. [After this paper had becn accepted for publication, 
we discovered a restflt of Gladkii (1963) which yields Theorem 1.3 as a 
corollary. On the other hand, the result of Gladkii can be readily proved 
from Theorem 1.3 and a modification of the argument given in Theorem 
3.1.] Section I I  is concerned with applications of this rcsult to various 
transformations, such as a pushdown transducer mapping and a linear 
honmmorphism bounded transducer mapping. Section I I I  applies the 
result to show that certain rewriting systems generate context sensitive 
languages instead of arbitrary recursively emm~crable s ts. Section IV is 
devoted to showing that if each rule in a rewriting system is of the form 
u --~ v, with u a noncmpty string of variables and v containing at least 
one terminal, then the rcwriting system generages a context frce lan- 
guage instead of an arbitrary recursively enumerable set. 
I t  should be remarked that some of the theorems in Section I I  appear 
more transparcnt when using the well-known result that a set of words is 
context sensitive if and only if it is accepted by some linear bounded 
automaton (Kuroda, 1964). However, the details involved in justifying 
that a particular linear bounded automaton accepts exactly a certain set 
of words are far more complicated than the arguments givcn here. 
I. MAIN RESULT 
We now present the needed basic terms about grammars and lan- 
guages. Then we prove that under a certain condition, a homomorphism 
(which may be length-decreasing) preserves context sensitive languages. 
DEFINITION. A rewriling syslem (or grammar) ~ is a quadruple 
G = (V, Z, P, a) where 
(i) V is a finite nonempty set. 
This definition differs trivially from the definition of rewriting system or of 
phrase structure grammar as used by Chomsky (1959). In (Chomsky, 1959), u in 
(iv) can be an arbitrary element of ~r. _ [,}. There is no real loss of generality in 
generative capacity in this presentation. 
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(it) 2 is a nonempty subset of 11. 
(ii i) ~ is ill V - -  ~. 
( iv) P is a finite set of rewriting rules (also called productions) of the 
form (u, v), with u in (V -- Z)* -- {e} and v in V*. ~ 
Elements of V - 2~ arc called variables. Elements of 2 arc called 
terminals. Elements (u, v) in P are usual ly written as "u ---> v." 
Nolalion. Let G = (V, 2, P,  a) bca  grammar. If  u,1, u'2 are in V* and 
u ---> v is in P,  we write w~uw2 ~ WlVW2. V~re write x ~*  y if either x = y 
or thcrc exist x~, • • • , x , ,  such that  x~ = x, x~ = y, and x~ ~ x~+t for 
1 < i < n. A scqucnce of words w0, - . -  , wk such that w~ ~ u'~+~ for 
0 =< i < k is called a derivalion or generatiol~ of w, from u'0. 
We arc now ready to define context sensitive languages. 
DEFINITION'. A grammar G = (V, 2, P,  a) is called monotonic if for 
each u ---> v in P,  either (i) I u I ~ I v I s and v is in ( V - {a} ) * -- { e} ; or 
(it) u = ~ and v is in V*. A set L ~ ~* is called a conlexl sensitive 
language, abbreviated CS, if there exists some monotonic grammar 
G = (V, ~, P,  a) such that  L = L(G) ,  where L(G) = {w in 2*/a ~*  w}. 
We say that  G generates L. 4 
Each CS language is recursive, but  there are rccursive sets which arc 
not CS languages. 
In  the study of CS languages it is important  to have a variety of func- 
tions which convert CS languages to CS languages. The following result, 
while generally known, has not been documented anywhere. 
THEORE.~I 1.1. [ f  f is a subslilulion on 2 .5 such lhat f (a)  is CS and does 
not contain ~ for each a in ~, then f (L )  is CS for each CS language L. 
Proof: Let L = L(G) for some monotonic grammar G = (it, ~, p, a). 
There is no loss in assuming L c 2:* -- {e}. Now Kuroda (1964) has 
2 For sets of words X and Y, XY = {xy/x in X, y in Y], where xy denotes the 
concatenation f x and y. Let X ° = {,}, where, is the empty word, X i+' = X~X, 
and X* = U,-~_0 X ~. Thus, for an arbitrary set E of symbols, E* is the free semi- 
group with identity generated by E. 
3 For each word x, I x I denotes the length of x. 
4 CS languages are usually defined by grammars whose rules are of the form 
xZy---, xwy, where Z is in V - ~ and [ w [ ~ 1. There is no essential difference in 
the generative capacity of the two definitions. A set L is CS as defined here if and 
only if L -- 1,} is CS as defined by Chomsky. 
5 For each a in ~, let ~, be a finite nonempty set and f(a) a subset of 2:~*. Let 
f(~) = [E} and f(xl ... x,) = f(xl) " .  f(x,), each x~" in ~. Then the function f is 
called a substitution. In caseS(a) consists of a single word w, in 2;,* for each a in 2~, 
thenf is called a homomorphism and is regarded as a mapping of ~* into (12, 2;~)*. 
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noted that wc may assume for some symbol S in V - ~ - {¢} that P 
contains the following forms: 
(i) ~ --+ Sz and z ~ S. 
(ii) BIB2 ---) BaB4 for some Bt ,  B2,  B3 ,  Ba ill I r - -  ~ - -  {0"}. 
(iii) B --) a for some B in V -- Z and a in *2. 
For each a in Z let G~ = (V~, 2;~, P~, ~)  be a monotonic grammar 
generating f(  a ). We may assume that (Ira -- 2~,) 91 (V -- 2;) = ¢ and 
(V, -- Za) fl (I% -- Xb) = ¢ fora  # b in~.  LetG '  = (V', [3~E~,P',a) 
be the monotonic grammar in which 
P' = U P~ U (P - {B---> a/B 
a in  '~ 
Clearly L(G') = f (L ) .  
in V -Z ,a  in Z}) 
O{B- ->¢JB- ->a is in P}. 
Tile condition that each f(a) not contain e is critical. For example, the 
following result is shown in (Evcy, 1963; Ginsburg and Rose, 1966) :
TtIEOREM 1.2. Let L G Z* be recursivcly enumerable and let c be a symbol 
not in ~. Let tt~ be the homomorphism defined by pc(a) = a for a in Z and 
t~( c) = ~. Then a CS language L r G Z'c* can be effectively found such that 
L' m( )=L .  
Arbitrary homomorphisms do not preserve CS languages because they 
"erase." We shall see that homomorphisnls which erase "linearly" do 
preserve CS languages. This concept will be clarified below. 
Notation. Let ~ be an alphabe~ and c a symbol not in Z. Le~ 2:~ denote 
2; U {c}. Let/~. denote the homomorphism defined on Z~* by re(a) = a 
for a in Z and u~(c) = e. 
LEMMA 1.1 Let L C ~*(cZ~*)* be CS, where c is not in ~. Then t~( L ) 
is CS. 
Proof: Let L 
grammar. Let 
and 
= L(G), where G = (V, Z~, P, a) is a monotonic 
L, = {w/w in L and Iwl  is even} 
L0 = {w/w in L and [ w [ is odd}. 
Now {w in ~;c*/] w [ is even} and {w in Z~*/I w I is odd} are CS. Since the 
intersection of CS languages is CS (Landweber, 1963), Le and Lo are 
CS. Since the union of CS languages i  CS and L = L~ U Lo, it suffices 
to prove the theorem for L = L~ and L = Lo. 
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Suppose th,tt L = Le, the proof for L0 being similar. Clearly we may 
assume that e is not in L~. We may also assume for some symbol S ill 
V -- Z¢ -- {~} that P contains tlm following forms: 
(i) ~ --> *z and ~ ---> $. 
( i i )  BIBs --> B3B4 for some Bt ,  Bs, Ba, B4 in V -- Zc -- {a}. 
(iii) B --> b for some B in V -- Zc and b in Zc. 
]Jet G' = (V', 2;, P',  a) be the monotonic gr'tmmar defined as fop 
lows: V' = {a} U (V X V) U 2;. P '  contains the following rules. 
(1) Start rules: a --> (S, $)a and a ---> (S, $). 
(2) Intermediate rules: (B~, B2) ---> (B3, B~) and (Dt,  B~)(Bs, D.,) 
--> (DI,  B3)(B4, D.o) for each B1B: ----> B3B4 in P and each D1, D2 in 
V - ~c-  {~}. 
(3) Terminal rules: (B, D) ---> (b, D) and (D, B) --> (D, b) for each 
B ---> b in P and every D in V -- {~}. 
(4) Final rules: (a, b) ---> ab, (a, c) ---> a, and (c, a) ---> a for every a, b 
in :~. Since G' is monotonic, L(G')  is CS. Clearly, in the generation of 
any element of L(G')  we may assume that all rules of type (1) used are 
-tt)plied before any of type (2), (3), or (4); all rules of type (2) before 
any of type (3) or (4); and all rules of type (3) before any of type (4). 
Intuitively, rules of type (1), (2), and (3) "imitate" the rules of G. 
By induction on  the length of the derivation, ~ ~*  At . . .  As~ (each 
* (A~ As) • (A2~-I A2~). ( I t  is Ai in V -- {a}) if and only if a ~a '  , "" , 
trivially true if each A~ = S. The induction step follows from an in- 
spection of the rules in (2) and (3).) In particular, a~ - . .  a2, is in 
L(G) if and only if a ~* ,  (al, a2) . . .  (ash-l, as,,), each (ash_l, asi) 
* (al a2) (a2~.-1, as.), each in (Z~ X Zc) -- {(c, c)}. By (4), a ~o,  , "'" 
(as~_1, a2~) in (Z~ X Zc) -- {(c, c)}, if and only if a ~o,  (a l ,  az) - . .  
(ash-l, a2~) ~ *, pc(a1 . . .  a,). Thus L( G') = #~(L), and pc(L) is CS. 
The next lemma allows us to replace the adjacency restriction by a 
milder condition. 
LmL~tA 1.2. Let c be a symbol not in Z Let L C ..,c be CS. I f  I w[ < 
2 [ #c(w) [for every w in L, then #c(L) is CS. 
Proof: For each element a in ~c, let a be an abstract symbol. Let 
2~ = {a/a in Zc}. Let  L = L(G), where G = (V ,  ~c ,  P,  a) is monotonic. 
Let f be the homomorphism on V* defined by f (a)  = ~ for each a 
in Zc andf (A)  = A for each A in V - Z,.  Let G' = (V U 2c, Z¢, P', a), 
where 
P '  = {f(u) -->f(v)/u-->vinP} U {ae~ea, ea~ae, a~a,e~c/ainy.}. 
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Consider L1 = L(G')  0 ~2"(c~*)*. Since the intersection of CS lan- 
guages is CS, L1 is CS. By Lemma 1.1, pc(L1) is CS. Now [ t~c(w) I ~ ½1 w I 
I for each w in L. Thus w is in L if and only if there is some element w 
in L1 which is a permutation of to and such that tLo(w) = pc(w'). Hence 
t~c(L1) = p,(L) and p,(L) is CS. 
We are now ready for the result that gives a general condition under 
which a homomorphism aps a CS language to a CS language. 
TtmORE.~I 1.3. Let c be a symbol not in ~ and let L ~ ~*  be CS. I f  there 
exists an integer k such that ] iv I <= k] p~(w) ] for each iv in L, then ~(L )  
is CS. 
Proof: The theorem is true for k = 1 and k = 2 by Lemina 1.2. 
Continuing by induction, assume the theorem is true for all k < m, 
m _>- 3. Suppose that I: = m, Let d be an abstract symbol not in 2~¢. 
Let f be the substitution defined by f (a)  = {a} for each a in E and 
f(c) = {c, d}. By Theorem 1.1, f ( L )  is CS. Let 
L~ = f (L )  fl ~*(~*c~*d)*(~* (J ~*c~*). 
Then L1 is CS and 
pcp~(L1) = tL¢p~(I(L) ) = p¢(L). 
.Now half the occurrences of c in each word of L become occurrences of
d in words of L1. Thus I iv I <: 2 ] pd(w) I for each word w in LI .  Thus 
pd(L~) is CS by Lemma 1.2. Since m => 3, it is easily seen that I g~(w) I --< 
(m - 1) I pcgd(w) I for cach w in L1. Therefore pc(L) -- t~tLd(L1) is 
CS, and the theorem is proved. 
COROLLARY. Let c be a symbol not in E and let L c ~*  be CS. I f  there 
exists an 5~teger k s~lch that each word in L has at most k occurrences of 
c, then pc(L) is CS. 
II. APPLICATIONS TO TRANSDUCERS 
We now use Theorem 1.3 to prove that under mild hypotheses, certain 
types of transducers preserve CS. The transducers to be considered are 
the gsm, the pdt, and the lbt. In (Ginsburg and Rose, 1966) it was noted 
that (i) cach of these devices preserves CS if e cannot occur as an output; 
(ii) none of these devices preserves CS if ~ occurs as an output. The re- 
striction on e will be relaxed here. 
We now define the transducers with which we shall be concerned. 
The definitions and notation are taken from (Ginsburg and Rose, 1966) 
where they are more fully explained. 
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DEFINITION. A generalized sequential machine (abbreviated gsm) is a 
6-tuple S = (K, 2~, 4, 6, X. qo) where 
(i) K is a finite noncmpty set (of states). 
(ii) ~ is a finite nonempty set (of inputs). 
(iii) A is a fiIfite nonempty set (of outputs). 
(iv) 6 is a function from K X ~ into K (next state function). 
(v) X is a function from K X ~ into 4" (output function). 
(vi) qo is in K (start state). 
The functions 6 and X are extended to K X 2~* by defining 6(q, e) = q, 
~(q, u,x) = ~[8(q, w), x], X(q, ~) = e, and X(q, wx) = ~,(q, w)X[~(q, w), x] 
for each q in K, w in Z*, and x in Z. 
Notation. If S = (K, Z, 4, 6, ~, qo) is a gsm, then 
S(L) = {~(q0, w)/w in L}. 
DEFINITION. A pushdown transducer (abbreviated pdt) is a 7-tuple 
S = (K, Z, F, 4, 6, Z0, qo), where 
(i) K, Z, F, A are fiIfite noncmpty sets (of states, inputs, auxiliary 
symbols, and outputs respectively). 
(ii) 6 is a mapping of K × (Z (J {E}) X F into the finite subsets of 
K X P* X A*. 
(iii) qo is in K (start state). 
Notation. For a pdt M = (K, 2~, F, 4, 6, Z0, q0) we Write 
(p, xw, aZ, y) b- (q, w, a~', yy~), 
called a ~Twve of the pdt, if (q, % y~) is in ~(p, x, Z), w in 2~*, a in F*, 
y in 4*. For each (p, w, a, y) in K X Z* X P* X 4" write (p, w, a, y) F- * 
! 
(p, w, a, y). Wc write (p, w, a, y) F-* (p', w', a ,  y') if there exist 
p~, w;, a~, y~, 1 _-< i =< n, such that (p, w, a, y) = (pl ,  wl, al ,yl) ,  
p, , , yl ( ,w ,a ,  ) = (p~,w~,a~,y~) ,and  
(p~, w~, a~, y~) ~ (p~+~, ~v~+~, a~+~, y~+~) 
for each i. For L ___ 2~*, we write 
M( L) = {y in A*/(qo, x, Zo , e) ~-* (q, e, a, y) for some x in L, (q, a) 
in K X F*}. 
Similarly we define an lbt. 
DEFINITION. A linear bounded transducer (abbreviated lbt) is a 5-tuple 
S = (K, 2~, 4, 6, qo) where 
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(i) K, 2;, -rod A are finite noncmpty sets (of states, inputs, and 
oulpuls respectively). 
(ii) 5 is a nmpping of K X 2; into the finite subsets of K X ~ X A* × 
{-1 ,  o, 1}. 
(iii) q0 is in K (start state). 
Notation. For :tlt lbt S = (K, 2;, A, 5, q0) let 1- * be the relation defined 
as follows: For u, v in Z*, c in ~, and w ixl A*; write 
(i) (ucpav, w) ~- (uqcbv, wy) if (q, b, y, --1) is in 5(p, a); 
(ii) (upav, w) f- (uqbv, wy) if (q, b, y, 0) is in 5(p, a); and 
(iii) (upav, w) t- (ubqv, ~j)  if (q, b, y, 1) is in 5(p, a). 
U p (Each of the forms is called a move of the lbt.) For u, in ~*K~* and 
w, w' in A*; write (u, w) l -*  (u', w') if either (u, w) = (u', w') or if 
there exist u~, w~ (1 -< i < n) such that (u~, wl) = (u, w), (u , ,  w,) = 
t Wl ) ,  ~ - -  (u ,  and (u i ,w0 ~ (ui+x wi+l) fo reach i  < n. ForLC  Z ' le t  
S( L) = {y in A*/(qow, e) ~ * (fl, y) for some w iu L, fl in 2;*K}. 
Since homomorphism does not prcscrve CS, neither does gsm, pdt, or 
lbt. We now state one conditioa on a gsm S which insures that S(L)  
is CS if L is. Conditions on pdt and lbt occur later. 
THEOrtml 2.1. Let S be a gsm (e-input fl'ee pd{') and L CS. I f  there 
exists an integer k such that [ w [ <= k[ y [ for all w in L and all y in S(w), 
then S( L ) is CS. 
Proof: Let S = (K,  2;, A, 5, )., q0) be a gsm and let c be a symbol not 
in A. Let S¢ be exactly like S except that S~ gives output c when S 
gives output e. That  is, let S~ = (K, 2;, A U {c}, 5, ,~, q0), where, for 
each q and a, h~(q, a) = ~(q, a) if ~.(q, a) ~ e and ;~¢(q, a) = e 
if X(q, a) = e. Then S~ is e-output free] Thus S~(L) is CS (Ginsburg 
and Rose, 1966). Let r = max {[ X(q, a) [/q in K, a in Z}. Then 
IS(w)[ < r [w[  and I S (w) I _-< r lw[ .  
Clearly t~,(S~(w)) = ,.g(w) for each w in L. Then for each w in L, 
Ira(So(w))[ = ]S (w) [  => (1 /k ) lw]  > (1/rk) lS~(w)l ,  
6 A pdt S = (K, 2;, I', A ~, Zo, q0) is e-input free if tJ(q, ~, Z) = 4, for all q in K 
and Z in F. 
7 A gsm (K, Z, A, 6, h, qo) is E-output free if h(q, a) ~ e for all q in K and a in Z. 
A pdt (K, 2;, F, A, ~i, Zo, qo) is ~-outputfree if y ~ ~ whenever (q, w, y) 
is in ~(p, a, Z). Anlbt (K, 2;, A, U qo) is ~-outputfree if y ~ ¢ whenever (q, b, y, d) 
is in ~(p, a). 
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i.e., [ S~(w) [ < rk [ ~(S~(w)) ]. By Thcorcm 1.3, p~(S~(L)) = S(L )  is 
CS. 
Suppose that S is an e-input free pdt. Then the proof is identical to 
the gsm case except that y is written in place of S(w) for each y in 
S(w). 
Remark. Suppose that S is an Ibt, L is CS, and there xists an integer 
k such that ]w] =< k [YI for each w in L and y in S(w). Then by art 
entirely different method it can be shown that S(L) is CS. 
COROLLARY. Let L be CS and m, n positive integers. Then 
{w [ wz in L, n l w ] = m [ x l, for some x}, 
{w l yw in L, n [ w l = m]y] , fo rsomey},  
and 
{w [ xwy in L, n [ w ] = m(] x ] + ] y l) for some x, y} 
are CS. 
Proof: Let L C Z* and c a symbol not in Z. Let r be the Substitution 
defined by  r(a)  = {a, c} for each a in 2; and let L~ = r (L ) .  Thus L~ 
is CS. Let C,~.~ = {wx/w in ,~ , x in c , n ] w ] = mix  I}. Then C,~.n is 
CS (in fact, context free). Hence 
,~(L~NC,~.~) = {w/wx iaL ,  n lw  I = m [x[forsomew} 
is CS. Similar proofs hold for the other sets. 
We now define a "sequence of k accessible movcs" of a gsm, a pdt, 
and aa lbt respectively. 
DEFINITION. For a, . . .  ak, k ~ 1, each a~ in 2;; ~(q,, a,) = q2, 
5(q2, a2) = q3, "-- , ~(qk, ak) = q~+1 is called a sequence of k accessible 
moves of the gsm (K, 2;, A, ~, k, q0) if 5(q0, w) ---- q~ for some w. 
k(q~, al . . .  a~=) is called the oulpul of the sequence. A sequence of ]¢ 
accessible moves of a pdt (K, Z, F, A, 5, Z0, q0) is a sequence 
(q~ , a~ , "y~ , y )  }- . . .  t -  (q ,+,  , ak+~ , "Yk+~ , YY~ "'" Yk) 
in which (q0, w, Z0, e) I-* (ql, a , ,  ~'1, y~) for some w. y, - . .  Yk is calicd 
the oulpul of the sequence. A sequence of t~ accessible moves of an 
lbt (K, 2;, A, ~, qo) is a sequence 
(~I, f l )  [-- " ' "  [-- ( (~k+, ,  f ly1 " ' "  Yk) 
in which (qow, E) I -*  (a~, ~) for some w. yl --" y~ is called the output 
of the sequence. 
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TIIEOREM 2.2. Let S be a gsm or a pdt or an lbt. Let L be CS. I f  k is an 
inlcgcr such thal the output of every sequence of k accessible moves of S 
from words in L is non-e, then S( L ) is CS. 
Proof: Let S(L )  _c A*. Let c be a symbol not in A and let Sc be defined 
as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Then pc(So(L)) = S(L) .  Since Sc is 
e-output free, &(L)  is CS (Ginsburg and Rose, 1966). Since the output 
of every sequence of k accessible moves of S from words in L is nome, the 
output of every sequence of k accessible moves of Sc from words iu L 
has an occurrence of an element of A. Let H be the (finite) set of those 
words y in So(L) obtained in a sequence of less than k accessible moves. 
Then Sc(w) -- H is CS, and I Y I --< 2k [ #c(Sc(w)) I for every w in L and 
every y in Sc(w) - H. Thus #~(S~(L) -- H) is CS. Therefore 
S(L )  = pc(&(L))  = pc(&(L) -- H) (J re(H) 
is CS. 
We next consider preservation of CS by the inverse of a gsm. 
LmL~m 2.1. For each gsm S = ( K, Z, h, ~, ~, qo), there exist k >= 1 
and a pdt S' = ( K, 5, P, ~, ~', Zo , qo) such that 
(i) S'(w) = S-~(w) s for all w in A*, and 
(ii) the output of every sequence of k accessible moves of S' is 
non-e.  
Proof: Let la = max {1, [ ~,(q, a) I/q in K, a in Z}. For each a in ~, 
let a be a new symbol. For each a in 2~ let ~ be a new symbol. Let Zo 
be a symbol not in {a, d/a in A} (J {a, 8/a in 2;} and let P = {Z0} U 
{a, a/a in A} (J {a, ~/a in ~}. The function ~' is defined as follows (q is in 
K and a in ~) : 
(1) If X(q, a) = b, -.- b,, r :> 1, each bi in A; then (~(q, a), Z06b, 
• "- g2, ~) is in 6'(q, b~, Z0). 
(2) If X(q, a) = e, then (a(q, a), Z0, a) is in ~'(q, e, Z0). 
(3) (q, e, e) is in 6'(q, b, b) for all b in ~. 
(4) (q, e, a) is in 6'(q, e, 8). 
I t  is a straightforward matter to justify tlmt/~ and S' satisfy the con- 
clusions of the lemma. 
From Lcmma 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 we immediately obtain 
TtIEORE~! 2.3. S-~(L) is CS for every gsm S and every CS language L. 
The analogous result for pdt is false. 
~Let S be a gsm. For each word w and each set L of words, let 
S-l(w) = {x/S(x) = w} and 8-*(L) = (Jwl~ r.S-l(w). 
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THEORE~I 2.4. There exists an e-output free pdt S and a CS language L' 
such that S--I(LI) 9 is nol CS. 
Proof: Let Lc be rccursively enumerablc but not recursive, with 
L ~ 2;* and c a symbol not in 2;. By Theorem 1.2, there exists a CS 
language L' C_ Lal*, d a symbol not in 2] (J {c}, such that p~(L') = Le. 
Let S = ({qo, q~}, 2; [.J {c}, {Zo}, 2; (J {c, d}, ~, Zo, qo) be the e-output 
free pdt with 5 defined as follows: 
(i) ~(q0, a, Zo) = {(qo, Zo, a)} for each a in 2;. 
(it) if(qo, c, Zo) = {(q~, go, c)}. 
(iii) ~f(q,, e, go) = {(q,, Zo, d)}. 
Clearly S(Le) =Lcd* and S-l(w) = #a(w) for each w in 2;*ed*. Then 
L' is CS, but S-~(L ') = ~d(L') = Lc is not CS. 
Remarks. (1) We can select L ~ c_ Lcd* such that L' and L'  = 
(2; [J {c, d})* -- L'  are CS. Then 
{w/S(w) ~ L'l = {w/Z(w) n L' = ~} 
= {w/win (Z (J {c})* -- Z'c} (J (2;* -- L)c, 
which is not recursivc, thus not CS. 
(2) Different proofs can be advanced to show that if S is 
(i) an e-input free pdt, 
or 
(it) an lbt such that for some k _-> 0, ] w [ =< ]¢ [ x ] for every x and 
every w in S(x) ; 
then S -~ preserves CS. 
III. APPLICATIONS TO GRAMMARS 
Theorem 1.3 will now be applied to give conditions under which a 
rewriting system can contain some decreasing rules, i.e., some rules 
u --~ v with Iv [ < ] u ], and still generate a CS language. 
Definition. Let G = (V, 2;, P, a) be a rewriting system. The erase 
number E(r)  of a generation r :u,  ~ --- ~ un is the numbcr of integers 
in the set {i/[ u,+l ] < [u, [}. 
Thus the erase number of a generation is the number of occurrences 
of decreasing rules in the generation. 
THEOREM 3.1. Lel G = (V, 2;, P, ~) be a rewriting system. Then for 
each integer k ~ O, the set 
9Let ~g be a pdt or an lbt. For each word w and set E of words, 
S-I(w) = {x/S(x) I'1 {w} ~ 4} and S-I(E) = I'l~inE S-I(W). 
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Lk(a)  = {w in Z*/E(r )  <= k iw i  for some ge,,cratio,t ~:~ ~ . . .  ~ w} 
is CS. In  particular, L( G) is CS i l L (G)  = Lk( G) for some k. 
Proof: Without  loss of generality, we may assume that  each rule ill 
G is of the form u ---> v, with v in ( l  T -- 2;)* or v in Z*. (For  otherwise, we 
could replace G with G' = (V', Y,, P', ~), where G' is defined as follows: 
Let I T' = I T U {a'/a in 2;}, each a '  a new symbol  not ill V. Let  ~ be the 
homomorph ism (lefilmd by ¢(a) = a' for a in 2; and ¢(A)  = A for A 
in V -- Z. Let  P '  = {u ---> ¢(v) /u  ----> v in P} U {a' --> a/a in 2}. Then 
Lk(G') = Lk(G) and each rule in G' is of the form it --> v with v in 
(V '  - ~)*  or v in :~*.) 
Let c, ~, d, 3 be new symbols not in V. Lct  0 = (V LI {c, G d, [1}, 
~2 13 {c, d}, [~, a), where P is defined as follows: 
(1) I fu~b is inPwi th  lu l  _-< [v [ , thenu~vis inP .  
(2) I f  u ---> v is in P with [ v [ < [u [, then u ---> v~[1 I~H~t-~ is in P.  
(3) 6A --~ A6 and 3A ---> A[1 are in P for each A in V - :~. 
(4) [15 ---> 611, 6 ---> c, and [1 ---> d are in/~. 
Clearly L((~) is CSand g~ga(L(G)) = L(G).  Let  
Nk = {wc~d"/w in ~2", r < k l~v I}. 
I t  is easily seen that  Nk is CS. ( In  fact, Nk is context free.) Thus  
L((~) [3 Nk is CS. 
We now show that  Lk(G) = trigs(L((1) [3 Nk). Let 
t = max{1, [u [ - -  [v [ - -  1/u--> v is in P}. 
In  this proof w always denotes an element of 2;*. Suppose that  
wc*d ~ is in L(G)  [3 Nk.  Then w is in L(G) and r = E(r )  for some 
generation r :~ ~ . - -  ~ w in G. Since wc'd" is also in N , ,  E ( r )  = 
r =< k I w I. Hence w is in Lk(G). On the other hand, suppose w is in 
L,(G).  Then there is a generation r : z  ~ . - .  ~ w in G, with E(r )  < 
k I w ]. Clearly there exists n such that  wc'd ~ is in L (G)  f'l Nk,  where 
r = E(r ) .  Thus w is iu I.td.td(L(G) f'] Nk), SO that  
Lk(a) = t~gd(L(G) N Nk). 
Let  h be the homomorphism defined by  h(d) = c and h(x) = x for 
x in 2; U {c}. Then h(L(G) [3 Nk) is CS and 
Lk( G) = u~ud( L( G) ["l Nk) = p~h( L( G) [3 Nk) ). 
For wc'd ~ in L( G) f'l Nk , 
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[wc'd~l <= (l + 1)/clw I --~ [wl  _-__ [(t-t- 1)/C-t- l ] [wl .  
Now wc a is in h(L(G) ['l Nk) if and only if wc'dn is ill L(O) rl Nk for 
some r, n such that g = r + n. Tiros, for wd in h(L(G) ['l Nk), 
I I =< [(t + 1)/c + 111 w I. 
Then by Theorem 1.3, Lk(G) = pc[h(L((1) n Nk)] is CS. 
COROLt,~RY. I f  each increasbzg rule u --~ v ~° of a rewriling system 
G = (V, ~, P, ~r) is such that o is in V*~V*, then L(G) is CS. 
Proof: Let the increase number I ( r )  of a generation r be the number of 
applications of increasing rules in r. Clearly there exists/ct such that 
E( r )  < /C~I(r). By hypothesis, u --~ v, l u l  < l, is in P implies 
v is in V*ZV*. Thus there exists/co such that for each generation r :a  
• -- ~ wof  aword inL(G) ,  I(r) < /c21wI. ThusE(r)  </Cx/C21w[. 
By Theorem 3.1, L(G) is CS. 
We shall see later that if the condition is reversed so that u ---) v 
in P with I u I > I o I implies v in V*~V*, then the rewriting system also 
generates a CS language. 
DEFINITm~'. Let r be a generation u~ ~ --.  ~ u~ in a rewriting 
system G = ( V, ~, P, ~). For each i, r let r~., be the Subgeneration u~ 
• .- ~ u~, .  The deposit number D(r) of r is the largest integer in the 
set  
{/c/for some i, r, E(ri.~) = /C and u~+, lms no more terminals than ud.  
Loosely speaking, D(r)  is the maximum immber of decreasing rules 
applied before a terminal is deposited. 
THEORmt 3.2. For each rewriting system G = (V, ~, P, (r) and eadt 
integer/C >= O, the set 
Lk(G) = {w in Z*/D(r) < /C for some generation r:a ~ .. .  ~ w} 
is CS. In particular, L( G) is CS i lL(G) = Lk( G) for some/C. 
Proof: Let ~, c, 5, d, d, f, L, L, R be new symbols. For each a in 1~, 
let a be a new symbol. Let ~" = V O {a/a in Y~} U {c, 6, d, d,f, L, L, R, #}. 
Let ¢/be the homomorphism defined by ¢(a) -d  and ¢(A)  = A for 
each a in 2~ and A in V -- Z. Let C~ = (~', 2; U {c, d,f}, P, ~), where 15 
is defined as follows: 
(1) # ---> LaR. 
X0 A rule u ~ v is sa id to be increas ing if lu l  < [v l -  
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(2) For u ---> v in P, with v in (V -- 20* and [u ] < ] v ]; let Lu ---> Lv 
be in/5. 
(3) For u --> v in P, with v in ( V -- 20 * and [ u [ :> [ v [; let Lu --~ vL5 
be in/~. 
(4) For u ---> v in P, with v in V*2;V*; let Lu --~ ¢(v)Ld be in P. 
(5) LA ~ AL and AL ---> LA are in 15 for each A in ¢(V). 
(6) LdA ~ ALd, LSA --~ AL6, L~IR ---> LRd, and LgR --> LRc are 
in/3 for each A in ¢(V). 
(7) LR ~ f and ~ -~ a are in/3 for each a in Z. 
In cssence, each time a decreasing rule is used without a terminal of 
being deposited, an occurrence of c is ultimately deposited. Each time 
a rule is used in wtiich a terminal of Z is deposited (except 5 --~ a), an 
occurrence of d is ultimately deposited. The function of L is to nmve (1 
and 5 to the right, at which time L is converted to L. 
Now the only decreasing rules are of type (3), (4), or (7), each of 
which ultimately produce an occurrence of c, d, orf.  Hence E(r)  -< [ w [ 
for each generation r:e ~ . - .  ~o  w, w in L(G). ByTheorem 3.1, 
therefore, L (0)  is CS. Let 
Nk = {y in {c, d} */y contains at most k consecutive occurrences of c}. 
To complete tim proof we shall show that ~]mp¢(L(0) ['l Z*]Nk) is CS 
and that Lk(G) -- #jm~¢(L(O) n ~*fNk). 
The set Nk is CS (in fact, it is regular). Thus Z*fNk and L (0)  N 2:*]Nk 
are CS. Let 
L, = {wry/wry in L( O) rl Z*fNk , ] y [ > k} 
and 
L~ = {wfylwfy in L( O) N Z*fNk , [ y l < k}. 
Then L1 (J L2 = L(G) NZ*$Nk. Clearly L1 and L2 are CS. Since each 
word in L2 has at most k occurrences of c and d, ~a~o(L2) is CS by the 
corollary to Theorem 1.3. Since each occurrence of d in wry, wry in 
L(0) ,  is due to depositing a terminal of 2; (rules (4) and (6)); I pc(Y) I 
=< [w [ for each wry in L(G). Thus 
[ wfy l = [ wf ] +[Y[  < I wfl + k J vo(y) I+k  < 2k[z,o(wfy) I 
for each wry in Y,*fNk. Hence pc(L1) is CS by Theorem 1.3. Since 
I Pc(wfY) I = [ wj'[ + Ira(Y) I < 2 I wfl = 2 I p~,o(wfy) I 
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for wry in L1, p~t~c(L1) is CS by Theorem 1.3. By the corollaw to Theorem 
1.3, 
UI~tL,( L( O) CI Z*.fNk)] = ttj[~t~o(L, U L2)] 
is CS. 
We now show that Lk = pfp~(L( (~)  rl Z*fNk). Consider a generation 
O" :::::~G " " " :::::~O U~ = 'WlUW2 : : :~O 'WlVW2 , 
with u ~ v in P. Thus ~b(w) = ¢(wl)u~(w2). Assume there exists a 
y such that 
* ¢(w)LRy ¢(wl)uC/(w2)LRy. 
By rules of type (5), 
* ~,(wl)Lu¢(w2)Ry. ¢( wl)u~( w2)LRy ~ 
Three cases arise. 
(i) [u[  =< Iv [ and v is in (V -- ~)*. Then 
~b(wl)Lu~(w~)Ry ~ * ~(wl)Lv~(w~)Ry (by (2)) 
* ~(WlWC2)LRy (by (5)) .  ~0 
(ii) [ u [ > [v [ and v is in (V -- Z)*. Thcn 
* ¢(wx)vL~'~b(w2)Ry ~6 ~b(wlwc2)LRcy. ~b(Wl)LUg'(w2)Ry ~6 
(iii) v is in V*ZV*. Then 
~(wl)Lu¢(w2)Ry ~ ¢(Wl)fJ(v)L~t~b(w2)Ry ~ ¢(wlvw2)iRdg. 
Hence, if w ~a w ~, then 
I ¢(w~)LRy if we do not deposit a terminal of 2; and . do not erase. 
¢(w)LRy ~ ~¢(w~)LRdy if we deposit. 
(¢/(w~)LRcy if we do not deposit, but do erase. 
By induction, it follows that if r :a  ~o • • • ~q w, then there exists a y 
* ¢/(w)LRy, and D(T) is the maximum number of such that a' ~5 LaR ~ 
consecutive occurrences of c in y. Thus, if r :g ~ - . -  ~ w, w in L, (G) ; 
then ~ ~*  ¢/(w)LRy ~* wry, with wry in Z*fNk. Hence 
L,(G) C_. p/p~m(L( G) [7 Z*fN,). 
To see the reverse inclusion, let wry be in L(G) N Y,*fNk. Then there 
exists a derivation 
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e ~ . . .  ~o  wLRy.  
There is 11o loss of generality in assuming that  rules of the form a --~ a 
* ~(w)LRy .  lengthy are applied after all other rules. Thus z ~ By  a 
induction argument, it follows that  if e ~ ¢(z )LRx ,  z in V*; then there 
exists a generation r : z  ~a  • • • ~G z, with D( r )  the maximum number of 
consecutive occurrences of c in x. Furtherumre, the first n letters of x 
are c if and only if there have been n decreasing rules applied sittce the 
last (if any)  rule depositing a termixml of ~. Thus w is in Lk(G),  i.e., 
u~,a~,~(L(O) N ~*yN~) ~ L~(G). Thus  L~(¢)  = t,~m~(L(O) n ~*yN~). 
COROLLARY 1. I f  each decreasing rule of G = (V,  ~, P, ~) is of the 
form u ~ v, wilh v in V*EV*, then L( G) is CS. 
Proof: Since L( G) = Lo( G), L(  G) is CS. 
As a special case, we get 
COr~OLL.-~aY 2. I f  each rule in G is of the form u --> v, with v in V*2:V*, 
then L(  G) is CS. 
IV.  SPECIAL  RESULT  
hi  Corollary 2 of Thcorcm 3.2, we have the fact that  if each rule in 
G = (V, Z, P,  ~) is of the form u --~ v, with v in V*ZV*, then L(G)  is 
CS. I n  this section we strengthen the result to show that  L(G) is con- 
text free. n We shall show this by a sequence of lemmas of varying 
difficulty. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let G = (V, Z, P, ~ ) be a rewriting syslem all of whose rules 
are of the form u ~ v, with v in V*ZV*. Then there exist a rewriting syslem 
G' = ( V', .. P',  cr ) all of whose rules are of the form u ---> v, with l u [ < - 
and v in (V ' )*2: ' (V ' )* ,  and a homomorphism h such that L (G)  = 
h(L (a ' ) ) .  
Proof: Let r~, . . .  , r, be the distinct rules of G. I f  r~ is of the form 
u --> v, with [ u [ < 2, let u --> v be in P'. Suppose r~ is of the form A1 • .- Ak 
yaz, with k > 2, each Ai in V -- Z, y and z in V*, and a in Z. Then 
let Y~,  • • • , Y;k, a~,  • -- , a~(k-~) be new symbols. Let AIA2 ---> yanY~l,  
2" Y Y~A3 ----> ai2Yi2 , " • • , Y~(k-~)Ak --~ a~(k-~)} ~(k-1), and ] i(~-~) --> az be in 
P'. Let ~'  = 2~ 13 {a Ja l l  a;~} and V'  = Z' U {Yo./all Y~i}. Clearly 
L(G)  = h(L (G ' ) ) ,  where h is the homomorphism of (Z ' )*  defined by 
h(a) = a for each a in Z and h(a~i) = e for each aii .  
LE.~t.~L~ 4.2. Let G = (V,  ~, P, a) be a rewriling system all of whose 
u A rewr i t ing sys tem G = (V, 2;, P ,  a) is context free if each  rule is of the  fo rm 
u --~ v, w i th  u in V - 2:. L C: 2;* is context free, abbrev ia ted  CF,  if L = L(G) for 
some CF  rewr i t ing sys tem G. 
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rules are of the form u ~ v, with [ u ] <-_ 2 and v in V*ZV*. Then there 
, !  I e.risl G' = (V', Z , P ,  a) and a gsm S with the foUowing properlies: 
! 
(1) ~' = {a~, ai /1 <= i <= n} is a sel of 2n elcmenls, where n is lhe 
number of rules in G'. 
(2) Each rule of G' is of the form u ~ yaiai'z, u'here [ u [ <= 2, y and z 
are in (V'  -- ~') *, and each word aia~' appears in exaclly one rule of P'. 
(3) S(L(G' ) )  = L(G). 
Proof: There is no loss in assuming that each rule of G is of the form 
u ---> yaz, with a in 22 and y, z in (V -- 2:)*. Let rx, - - .  , r, he the rules 
of Gand 22' = {a~, ai'/1 < i _-< n} a set of 2n elements. Let V' = 
Z' U (V - 22). I f  rl is ui ---> yibiz~, with bi in Y. and yl,  zl in (V - 1~)*; 
l e l  let ui ---> ylaia¢ zl be in Let S be a two-state gsm which nmps each 
a~a~' into bi. Clearly G' and S satisfy the lenmm. 
The next lemma is basic to the main result of this section. 
LE.~I.~IA 4.3. Lel G --- ( l  r, ~, P, or) be a rewriling syslem, with 2~ = 
{al , ai'/1 <= i <= n} a set of 2n elements, n being lhe number of rules in G. 
For 1 < i <- n, suppose lhal the i-lh rule of P is of the form ui ----> yiaia~'zl ,
with [ u~ [ < 2 and y~ in (V -- 22)*. Then L( G) is CF. 
Proof: By relabelling if necessary we may assume that for 1 < i < m, 
the ith rule is 
(1) Ai --~ yiaiai'zi 
and for m q- 1 < i < n, the ith rule is 
(2) BiCi ---> yiaiai'zl, with B~, C~ in V - X. 
Let G' = ( V, 22, P ' ,  a) be the CF rewriting systcm, where P '  is defined as 
follows: 
(3) Each rule of type (1) is in P ' .  
(4) I f  BiCi ---> yiaia~z~ is in P, then 
(a) B~ ~ yiai 
and 
! 
(b) Ci ----> ai zi 
are in P'. 
! 
Let R = {aiai/1 <= i <= n}* and/?  = (R U (V - 22))*. Since the 
intersection of a CF lan~mge and a regular set is CF (Bar-Hillel el al., 
1961), L(G') fl R is CF. To prove the lcmma it thus suttices to show 
that L( G') fl R = L( G). Clearly L( G) ~ L( G') fl R. To demonstrate 
the reverse, it suffices to show that 
(5) if u ~o . . . .  ~a ,  v, u in/~ and v in R, is a generation of length p; 
thcn there exists a generation u ~G • • " ~o  v of length =<p. 
We proceed by induction on the length of the generation u ~a . . . .  
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~a,  v. Suppose the length is one, i.e., u ~a,  v. Then u = uXu , 
r tt • l t t t  v = it wu ; wxth u'  and in R, and X ---> w in P ' .  Clearly X ~ w is of 
t ! • 
type (3) , i .e . ,  X = A iand  w = aia i  for somei .  S inceA i - -~  aia l  is 
also in P,  it ~o  v. Suppose (5) is true for all generations of length less 
than p. Let it = u0 ~a . . . .  ~a ,  up = v be a generation of length p. 
g y 
Then it = tYx . . "  1%t' and v = lv ' l ' ,  where t, t ,  v are in R, Yx and Y~ 
are in V Z and each 1~ is in V. There is no loss in assuming t t' 
yt Thus v = . Let  k be the smallest integer such that  the first occurrence 
of a rule applied to Yk is not of type (4a).  Since a rule of type (4a) 
is not applied to Ya (for otherwise, v' would end in some a¢), k exists. 
Three cases arise: 
(a )  A rule of type (4b) is applied to Yk. Then k > 1. Then 
Y I . . "  Yk""  l~  = B i l . . .  Bs~_ ,C i~Yk+l""  Ya 
~o,  Yhah  • • • yjk_~ajk_~aikzkYk+l " "" Yd  ~*o '  V. 
Since v is in R, jk-x = jk .  Thus 
YI""  Yk''" Yd = Bi l ' '"  Bj~_2Bi~_~Ci~_2Yk+x"" Yd 
, t 
~a"  Bi~ " " " Bix_~Yik_~ajk_~aJk--,Zik--~ Yk+x " " " Y,t • 
! ° o Then v = v~ajk_~a~_~v2, with v~ and v2 in R. Since G' is CF,  Bi~ • 
B~_~y~_~ ~* ,  v~ by a generation of length at most  p~ and zj,_~Y~+~ -- -  
Ya ~* ,  v2 by a generation of length at  most  p~, with p~ -}- p., -}- 2 = p. 
Clearly Bi~ " "  B~,_~yy,_~ and zi,_~Y~+~ - - -  ]~ are in/~. By  induction, 
Bi~ . . .  B i , _ :y i , _~ ~*  v~ by a derivation of length at  most  p~ and z~,_~ Y~+~ 
$ 
• .- ]% ~ v2 by  a derivation of length at most  p.,. Thus 
Y~ . . .  ]~  = Bi~ . . .  B~,_~C~,_~Yk+~ . . . Yd  ~*  v 
by a derivation of length at most p~ -{- p., -}- 1 <:: p. 
(fl) Y~ = c is in Z. Then ~ > 1 since Y~ is in V -- 2;. Now 
Yx I% B~. .  B~_~c ~+1""  Yd  
Y ~ *, yi,ai~ " "  y,~_~ai~_~c k+~ " ' "  }~ ~ *" V 
! 
for appropr iate subscripts. Then c -- ai~_~. This contradicts the fact 
that  Y~ . . -  Ira is in/~.  
(~') A rule of type (3) is applied to Y~. Then 
Y~ . . .  Y~ . . .  Y~ -- B~ . . .  B I , _~A~Y~+x . . .  Y~ 
$ I r 
~,  Yhah  • • • yi~_~ai~_~yi~ai~ai,z j , ]  ~+~ • • • Yd  
g 
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for some vl, v2 in R. Now A~ k --~ y~,aj, a~zi, is ill P and 
]71 ' ' "  Yd = Bil "'" Bik_lAjkYk+l "'" Yd 
! • 
~0 Bi, • • • B jk_ lY . i ka jka j~,Z ik}  k÷l  " " " Yd • 
Since G' is CF, Bi, • Bik_lyi~ * • • ~o,  vl by a generation of length at most 
pl and zikYk+l • .. Ya ~] ,  v2 by a generation of length at most p , ,  with 
p = 171 -b p2 -}- 1. Clearly Bi~ . . .  Bi~_~Y;k and z i~rk+l  " ' "  Yd are in/-t. 
, 
By induction, Bi~ •. • Bi~_lyik ~o vx by a generation of lellgth at most p~ 
Y - . -  Y ~*  v2 by a generation of  length at most p.,, with and zi~ ~+~ 
p = p~ -k p., -b 1. Thus YI - . -  I'd ~*  v~ajkaikv2 by a generation of length 
at nmst p. 
In each of the thrce cases, the induction is extended. Hence the result. 
Wc arc now able to prove the main result of this section. 
TttEORE-~! 4.1. I f  G = ( V, ~, P, ~ ) is a rewriting system all of whose rules 
are of the form u ----> v, with v in V*2~V*; lhen L( G) is CF. 
Proof: By Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, there exists a rewriting system G' and 
and a gsm S such that G' satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 4.3 and 
S(L (G ' ) )  = L(G).  By Lcmma 4.3, L(G')  is CF. Since a gsm preserves 
CF (Ginsburg and Rose, 1963), L(G) is CF. 
Using Theorem 4.1, we obtain, as a corollary, a result announced by 
Matthews at the International Colloquium on Algebraic Linguistics and 
Automata Theory, in Israel, 1964. (No proof has yet appeared in print.) 
DEFINITION-. Let G = (V, ~, P, ¢) be a rewriting system. For each 
u --> v in P, a in 2:*, and y in V*; write auy ~L  avy and yua ~v. yva. I f  
u~, • • •,  u, is a sequence such that for each i, u~ ~L  u~+~ or u~ ~n u~+~ ; 
write ~ll ~LR*  ~ln • 
COROLL&Rr. {W in Z*/cr ~L~,  w} is CF for each rewriting system 
G = (V, ~, P, ~r). 
Proof: There is no loss in assuming that each rule in P is of the form 
u --~ v, with v in ( V - ~) * or v in 2:* - {~}. Let ~', L, R, e be symbols not 
in V. Let G' = (V U {J, L, R, c}, 2; U {c}, P', ~r'), where P '  is defined as 
follows: 
(1) J ----> LaR, L --> c, and R --> c are in P'. 
(2) I f  u --> v is in P, with v in ( V -- )2) *; let Lu ~ ely and uR --> vRc 
bc in P'. 
(3) I f  u --> v is in P, with v in ~A* -- {~}; let Lu ---> vL and ~R --> Rv. 
' ~'* w} By Theorem 4.1, L(G')  is Clearly g~(L(G )) = {w in ~*/~ ~  . 
5S2 GINSBURG AND GREIBACI[ 
CF. Since homomorphisms preserve CF (Bar-Hillcl el al., 1961), 
uc(L(V'))  is CF. 
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